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Abstract  
Two dual methods of plant order reduction for con- 
troller design are proposed for linear, time-invariant, 
multi-input multi-output systems. The model reduc- 
tion methods are tailored towards closed-loop stability 
and performance and they yield estimates for the sta- 
bility robustness and performance of the final design. 
They can be considered as formalizations of two classi- 
cal heuristic model reduction techniques: One method 
neglects a plant-pole sufficiently far to the left of dom- 
inant poles and the other cancels a sufficiently small 
stable plant-zero with a pole at the origin. 
1 Introduction 
In spite of numerous simplifying assumptions and ap- 
proximations already performed at the modelling stage, 
an acceptable controller design for a linear plant may 
necessitate further simplifications. Since the number of 
plant poles and zeros directly influence the complexity 
of design, the simplification required is almost always in 
the form of “order reduction”, both of the plant model 
and of the controller (to he) designed. Hence, many ap- 
proximation methods of order reduction were proposed 
for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems. 
Some old and simple methods of order reduction such 
as those surveyed in [Z] remain obscure either because 
they offer no guaranteed performance or because they 
do not provide closed-form solutions. Among rigorous 
model reduction methods that come with some kind 
of a performance criterion, three are notable and best 
known: The balanced realization method 1131, the Han- 
kel norm approximation method [l, 11, g], and the q- 
covariance equivalent method [ZO]. Irrespective of vari- 
ous extensions that have resulted in frequency weighted 
approximations and a more detailed analysis of error 
bounds, all three methods essentially apply to stable 
plants. In the case of an unstable plant, the reduction 
is performed only on the stable part after writing the 
plant as the sum of a stable and an anti-stable plant. 
The closed-loop performance of reduced order models 
when used for the purpose of control system design is 
not sufficiently investigated. An exception is 131, where 
a fractional representation based controller reduction 
method is proposed and the methods are examined 
from the viewpoint of controller reduction and the as- 
sociated loss of performance. The main difficulty with 
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closed-loop performance assessment is that a satisfac- 
tory model reduction for control system design requires 
knowledge of the controller in advance and vice versa 
[3]. This brings a logical circularity into the whole pro- 
cess. The situation is similar in model identification, 
where the end-use of the model to be identified makes 
a huge difference in the identification procedure. 
Since the difference between the plant model and its ap- 
proximation can be considered as a perturbation on the 
plant, stability and performance of approximate models 
in a closed-loop system can he studied by the existing 
robust controller design tools (e.g., 15, 3)). While i t  is 
possible to obtain order reduction based design meth- 
ods by using such results, these usually c.annot yield 
explicit error bounds for stability and performance. 
The motivation for this paper comes from perhaps the 
oldest simple reduction techniques covered in classical 
control textbooks such as [12, 17). The first heuristic 
method relies on identifying dominant ‘uenus insignifi- 
cant poles. The basic rule is that, poles having at least 
5 times as large real parts as poles which are near- 
est the jw-axis are considered insignificant [12], pro- 
vided there are no zeros nearby [14]. Such poles can be 
deleted from a transfer function making sure the low- 
frequency gain is unchanged and design can be carried 
out on the reduced order plant, in hopes of resulting 
in an acceptable controller for the original plant. The 
dominant pole based approximation is widely used on 
a closed-loop transfer function for analysis purposes. 
Occasionally, such approximations are also used on the 
open-loop transfer functions (1121, p. 416). The sec- 
ond heuristic method is part of a specific proportional- 
integral-derivative (PID) controller design. The PI 
part of a PID controller is usually employed to im- 
prove the steady-state (low-frequency) performance of 
a system since it increases the open-loop system type. 
If there are additional transient performance specifica- 
tions, then a controller zero is placed much closer to the 
origin than any other stable plant pole and the require- 
ment is satisfied as if the controller is a proportional 
one. In other words, the cascade of the PI controller 
and the plant transfer functions is approxima,ted by the 
original plant and any further design proceeds with a 
proportional controller ([12], p. 695). Since PID con- 
trollers can be designed by cascading consecutive PI 
and PD design stages, this method simplifies the sec- 
ond stage. These two seemingly contradictory heuristic _. 
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methods were justified and shown to be dual model re- 
duction methods in [15]. The purpose of this paper is 
to further justify these approximation techniques from 
the viewpoint of performance and formalize them as 
systematic design methods. 
The approximation-based design results here apply to 
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems. Theorem 
1 shows that, if a stabilizing controller achieving a suf- 
ficiently quenched complementary sensitivity function 
a t  high-frequencies can be determined for the reduced 
plant obtained by deleting candidate insignificant left- 
half plane poles from a given plant, then the same 
controller stabilizes the original plant and achieves a 
complementary sensitivity with similar high-frequency 
characteristics. Theorem 2 shows that, if a stabiliz- 
ing controller achieving a sufficiently quenched sensi- 
tivity function at  low-frequencies can be determined 
for the reduced plant obtained by cancelling candidate 
insignificant left-half plane zeros with poles a t  zero, 
then the same controller stabilizes the original plant 
and achieves a sensitivity with similar low-frequency 
characteristics. An iterative application of each result 
starting with the left-most pole or the right-most zero 
yields a model reduction based design algorithm, en- 
suring a certain degree of stability robustness and per- 
formance for the closed-loop system at  each stage. 
The set of stable proper real rational functions of s 
(real-rational If, functions) is denoted by S; matri- 
ces whose entries are in S is denoted by M ( S ) .  The 
&-norm of a matrix M ( s )  E M ( S )  is denoted by 
l[M(s)[ l  (i.e., for M E M ( S ) ,  the norm 11 . 1 1  is de- 
fined as IlMll = sup,,su C ( M ( s ) ) ,  where 8 denotes the 
maximum singular value and aU denotes the bound- 
ary of the extended closed right-half-plane U ) .  We also 
denote the real, complex, and left-half plane complex 
numbers by R, C, and C-. For simplicity, we drop ( s )  
in transfer matrices such as G ( s ) .  
2 Main  Results 
A set E := {c; 6 Cc , i = 1, ...,q} is called conjugate 
symmetric if for every €6 4 IR in the set E ,  the complex- 
conjugate ?; is also in the set E. We assume e; and E; 
are assigned consecutive indices for each 
2.1 Insignificant Poles 
Consider the unity-feedhack system shown in Figure 1. 
Let G be the plant's transfer matrix, C be the con- 
troller's transfer matrix. Let G = ND-' he a right- 
coprime-factorization (RCF), C = Dy'N, be a left- 
coprime-factorization (LCF) over S. For k > 1, define 
$ IR. 
plant in the unity-feedback control system, let the sen- 
sitivity function sk and the complementary sensitivity 
function Tk = I - sk be given by 
Sk = ( I  + GkC)-' ,  T k  = GkC(I + GnC)- ' .  (3) 
The input-to-error and the input-to-output transfer- 
functions are He, = Sk , H,, = I - He? = Tk = I - sk . 
The following lemma roughly states that if C is a sta- 
bilizing controller for a plant G ,  then we can add any 
number of poles in the stable region to G and it is still 
stabilized by the same controller as long as these poles 
are "sufficiently far from the imaginary axis". This was 
stated in [IS] for scalar plants with stable controllers; it 
has also been independently used in [lo] to establish a 
simultaneous stabilization result. This lemma can also 
be proved as a corollary of the result in [5]. 
In Lemma 1, it is assumed that GC is strictly-proper, 
equivalently TO = G C ( I  + GC)-' is strictly-proper, 
So(m) = I .  This assumption is automatically satisfied 
if G or C is strictly-proper. Any stabilizing controller 
C = D;'N, can be modified to be strictly-proper, for 
example as C' = ( ( I  + BN,N)D,) - ' ( I  - BD,D)N,  
where B := (D,D)(ccr)-'. Therefore, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming GC is strictly-proper, with 
the controller chosen as strictly-proper as necessary. 
Lemma 1. Let a plant G be stabilized b y  a controller 
C, where GC is strictly-proper. a) For Ek E Et, > 0 ,  
i f  
Ek < llsTk-ll$l> (4) 
then the same C also stabilizes the higher-order plant 
Gk = m. ''-' b) For Lk $ R, - E L  E c-, kt € k + l  = <k 
and define T k  := &; if 
2 T k  < l \ S ~ k - l I l - ' ~  (5) 
then the same C also stabilizes the higher-order plant 
GI;+' = ( s k s + l j ( r k s + l ) .  c )  For any conjugate symmet- 
ric set {-ei E E-, i = 1, ..., q } ,  where E ;  E IR satisfies 
(4)  and e; 4 IR satisfies (5), the controller C also sta- 
bilizes the higher-order plant G ,  = 
Proof. Let G = ND-' be an RCF and let C = D;'N, 
be an LCF. For k ? 0, define uk := D,D + N,Nk. 
The controller c stabilizes Gk if and only if uk is uni- 
modular, i.e., U;' E M ( S ) .  By assumption, U. = 
D,D + N,N is unimodular since C stabilizes G .  We 
show that C also stabilizes Gk by induction: For k > 1, 
uk = Uk-1- s N c N k - l .  If C stabilizes Gk-1, then 
Uk-1 is unimodular. Since GC is strictly proper, so is 
TO = GC(I  + GC)-' = NUC'N,; hence, for k ? 1, 
STk-1 = (SNk-1uL21Nc) E M ( S ) .  a) Define - =: 
X k .  For Ek E IR, (i;lluk = I - =U;?,NcNk-1 is 
unimodular if and only if I - ekzk(sNk-lU;llNc) = 
I - CkZkSTh-1 is unimodular. By (4), IlZkll = 1 im- 
Therefore, i7;lluk is unimodular, equivalently, is 
unimodular, and hence, C stabilizes Gk. b) For t k  6 
IR, define a + j b  := ( l /ek) ,  where a, b E IR, a > 0 since 
--E& E CC-. and without loss of generalitv. b > 0 since 
e r - 1  
G n:=l(ria+l)' 
plies (IEkZkSTk-lll 5 IlekXkllllSTk-lII = ckllSTk-111 < 1. 
90 
Y " ,  
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ek+l = c h .  We find an upper-bound on = 
I [ s z + z ~ ~ ~ ~ z + b T l l  E S as follows: Consider w 2 0. Let 
2a2(b2 + U ' ) ) ;  then d 2 IbZ -U ' ( .  Consider two cases: 
(i) If a < b, then 12a + jw l  < d n  5 2(b + U ) .  
Therefore, 95 = 5 Z/b  < ala.  (ii) 
If a > b,  then 12a+jwl I J- < 2(a +U). 
Also, (4a' - 2b2) >_ 0 implies d' = ((U' - w2)' + 
b4 + 2azb2 + (4a' - 2b')w')) 2 (a2 - U')'. There- 
fore, - < = = ,& 5 2/a. We conclude 
U;21Uk+l = I -  ( ~ - Z ~ Z ~ ) U ; ~ ~ N ~ N ~ - - ~  is unimodular 
if and only if I -  ST^-^ is unimodular. By ( 5 ) ,  
1. Therefore, U;:] Uk+l is unimodular, equivalently, 
U,+, is unimodular; hence, C stabilizes Gk+l. c )  It 
follows by induction from (a) and (b) that the plant 
Gk for k = q is also stabilized by the same C. . 
Lemma 1 justifies and generalizes to the MIMO case 
methods in which a stabilizing controller is determined 
by neglecting the insignificant poles in a loop-gain 
transfer function and performing the design on the 
lower order approximation G. The terms that are dis- 
carded arc such that the low-frequency gain G(0) of 
G and of (1) are the same. A real pole -$ of (1) is 
insignzficant if -5  < -ai, where ai := I ~ S T ~ - ~ I ~ ,  i.e., 
if it is sufficiently far on the left-half plane. Based on 
condition ( 5 ) ,  a complex-conjugate pair of insignificant 
poles lies to the left of a line at - 2 0 , .  
The definition of Q ~ ' S  obviously depends on the con- 
troller choice, making the definition of an insignificant 
pole circular. Theorem 1 removes this circularity by an 
it,erative procedure resulting in a design algorithm. 
T h e o r e m  1. Let C be a stabilizing controller for the 
plant Gk for some k E { O , .  . . , q  - I), where {-ti E 
C-, i = 1, ..., k) is a conjugate symmetric set. Let C 
be such that GC i s  strictly-proper. For k + 1 5 i 5 q ,  
let ai := IlsTi-111. Suppose that ( - e j  E C-, j = k + 
I, ..., i ,  k + l  5 i 5 q )  is a conjugate symmetric set and 
that there exists a real 6 > 0 such that 
d' := laz + bZ - w' + 2ajwI' = ((b' - U')' + a4 + 
I( 5 ;  = 2- - 2 r k .  With t k + l  = S k ,  that 11- R 4 l l C b )  
p3AJ sTk-111 < l l ~ l l l l s T ~ - 1 l l  5 2 ~ k l l ~ T k - - l l l  < 
v 
IlSTkll 5 ( J +  rj1-1 (6) 
j=k+l 
Under these assumptions: a) When t i  E IR, the same 
controller C also stabilizes Gi = 3. Furthermore, 
b) When ti $! IR, ti+i = 4 (where ai + jbi  := (1/ei), 
ai,bi E IR, ai,bi > Gi-1 0), the same controller C also sta- 
b i k e s  Gi+l = (e i8+l ) (rcs+l )  . Furthenore,  
the upper-bound on //T;+1//; Z-1 = T,+1+ y ( 1 -  
T;+l)sT;_1 implies llT;-111 5 ( 1 + 2 r i a ; ) ~ ~ T ; + ~ ~ ~  +2riai, 
which establishes the lower-bound on IIT;+111. The 
bounds on /[S;+l/l follow by writing (12) as I - S;+I = 
I -  Si-l - (1 - X ~ Z ; ) T ; - ~  +(1 - x ; z ; ) ( I -  Si+l)T;-I, i.e., 
Sj+l = Si-l + ~ S ; + l s T ; - l ;  therefore, ~~Si-1~~ - 
Zr;aillS;+1II 5 IlS;+lll 5 IISi-l/I+ 2riaill&+lll. 
Remarks: 1) Condition (6) is a high-frequency perfor- 
mance requirement on the plant Gk. In the scalar case, 
this condition is equivalent to sup,>, - IwI I?’k(jbJ)l 5 
(6 + C;,,,, rj)-’ ,  which implies 
. 
9 
ITk ( jw ) l  5 ( (6 + rj) )-’ , v 2 0. 
j = k + l  
This means in particular that I?’k(jw)i < 1 for all w 2 
(C;,+, r j ) - l .  By Theorem 1, a similar performance 
holds true for each plant G;, i E [k+ 1, q] ,  stabilized by 
the same controller. If G; has a pole in the open-right- 
half plane and its associated complementary sensitivity 
function has small magnitude over some frequency 
range, then its H,-norm must necessarily get large ( [ 8 ] ,  
section V). The bounds in (8) show that the IIT;II’s 
(and I(Si[(’s) nevertheless remain bounded by a multiple 
of IlTkll ( l l s k i l ,  repectively). In the MIMO case, (6) 
implies 
q 
a ( T k ( j w ) )  5 ( bJ (6 + rj) )-I , v W 2 0. 
a j=k+1 
2) The high-frequency requirement (6) can be repre- 
sented in terms of the plant Gk and a nominal stabiliz- 
ing controller CO for Gk . Let CO = 0;: NCO be an LCF 
such that Ur; = D,,D+N,,Nk = I .  All stabilizing con- 
trqllers for Gk are expEessed as (Dco - Qfik)-l(Nc0 +
QDk) ,  where G k  = D-“k is any LCF of Gk, and 
Q E M ( S ) .  Suppose that for some 6 > 0, 
min IlsNk(Nco + QB,)ll 5 (6 + rj)-’ ; (13) 
j=k+I 0 
the minimum is taken over all Q E M ( S )  such that 
Nk(N,,  + Q&) is strictly-proper. If Q. denotes the 
argument minimum of the left band side, then the con- 
troller DZ’N, := (Dco - Q*fik)-’(Nco + Q*i)k) sat- 
isfies D,D + N,h’k = I = u k  and l ~ s N ~ V ~ ’ N c l l  = 
I l S N k ( N c o  + & B k ) l l  5 (6 + E:=,+, rj)-’, SO ( 6 )  holds. 
Checking if (13) holds requires the solution of a well- 
known H,-problem [7, 41, with weights u k  = I .  a 
3) Using the consequence (7) of (6), ai _< (6 + 
C:=irj)-’ for i E [l,q]. Conditions (8) hence remain 
valid when (6 + E!, rj)-’ replaces a, everywhere it 
occurs. This gives sensitivity and Complementary sen- 
sitivity bounds in terms of insignificant poles and the 
positive constant 6. The resulting bounds, however, 
are looser than the bounds in terms of ai. a 
4) Theorem 1 provides an iterative reduction proce- 
dure, which normally starts out without any of the left- 
half plane poles { - l / ~ , , i  = 1, . . . , q }  and checks if (6) 
can be satisfied by a stabilizing controller for G. If not, 
then the pole(s) -l /e,  are appended one at a time to G ,  
starting with the one “closest” to the imaginary axis. 
In the case of real poles, if e; < e j  for some i, j E [l, q] ,  
then the pole - l / e j  is closer to the imaginary axis, i.e., 
- l / ~ j  > -l/e;, To see why it is reasonable to start the 
reduction algorithm by appending the right-most real 
pole to increase the order, consider two possibilities, 
GI = -&G, G;n = &G, with E: > e?. Since 
( 6 + E: + E;=, r j  )-I 5 ( 6 + e? + E:,, r j  ) - I ,  the 
upper-bound given in (6) on IlsTfli is larger than the 
one on lisTyli (for a controller which achieves close 
values for these norms); i.e., for Gf and GY having 
similar high frequency performances, the inequality (6) 
is easier to satisfy with GI than with G r  . Although 
this simple reasoning justifies increasing the order by 
including the right-most real pole, a similar easy rule 
cannot be stated in the case of complex-conjugate pairs 
The following single-step order reduction in Corollary 1 
states an easier interpretation of condition (6): 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, 
with i := k + 1, if there exists a real 6 > 0 such that 
of candidate insignificant poles. A 
then a) when E ;  E R, C stabilizes G, and satisfies 
1lsT;II 5 r ;  b) when e ;  4 Et, = F;, C stabilizes 1 
a 
Based on (14), a real pole -l/q that lies to the left 
of -ai = - / / sT i -~ / (  can be considered insignificant for 
order reduction. For - l / ~ ,  6 R to be insignificant, 
-r; = -Re(l/e;) < -2a,, i.e., the complex-conjugate 
pair of poles -l/e;, -1f.C; should lie to the left of the 
line at -2a;. As llsT,-lll gets smaller, this line moves 
closer to the imaginary axis, enlarging the region for 
insignificant poles. 
2.2 Insignificant Zeros 
Consider the unity-feedback system, with P and C as 
the plant’s and the controller’s transfer matrix. Let 
P = D-lfi be a n  LCF, 6 = ficD;’ be an RCF over 
S . Let P be full row-rank and have no transmission- 
zeros at s = 0, equivalently, let fi(0) be full row-rank. 
For k 2 1, define 
Then Pk = DL’N is an LCF of Pk . With Pk as the 
plant in the unity-feedback control system (replacing 
Gk in Section 2.1), let the sensitivity function Sk and 
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the complementary sensitivity function Tk be SO = ( I +  
We now give a dual of Lemma 1, where it was as- 
sumed that GC(ca) = 0, equivalently, To(m) = 0 = 
I - &(CO). In the dual Lemma 2, we assume So(0) = 
0 = I - To(O), which implies P c ( 0 )  has poles a t  s = 0. 
A transfer matrix PC is said to be of type-1 or greater 
if So(0) = 0. This assumption is automatically sat- 
isfied if b(0) = 0:in P = D-'N or if b,(O) = 0 in 
C = fi&', in which case the stabilizing controller has 
integral-action. Any stabilizing controller C = fi&' 
can be modified to,be one wit$ integralaction, for ex- 
ample as i? = % C I + b b , B ) ( D , ( I - N N , ~ ) ) - '  where 
B = (#I?c)(0)-l. Therefore, there is no loss of gener- 
ality in assuming PC is of type-l or greater, with the 
controller chosen to have integral action as necessary. 
Lemma 2. Let a plant P be stabilized by a controller 
6, where Pc is of type-1 or greater. a) FOT zk E IR, 
Se)-', Tk = pkC(I + PkC)-' as in (3). 
zk > 0, i f  
Zk < l l s - ~ s k - l l l - ~ ,  (17) 
then the same 
pk = Pk-I-. 
Zk+l = & and define r k  := m; if 
also stabilizes the higher-order plant 
b) For 20 4 R, -Zk E a-, let 
1 
2rk < I I S - ' & - ~ ~ [ - ~ ,  (18) 
then the same C also stabilizes the higher-order plant 
Pk+l = ~O-1-1: c )  For any conjugate sym- 
metric set {-zi  E 62, i = 1, ..., q } ,  where z; E R satis- 
fies (17) and z, 4 IR satisfies (18), the controller 6 also 
stabilizes the higher-order plant Pq = PnLl T. 
Proof. Let P = f i - l f i  he a,n LCF and let = f i&I  
be an RCF. For k 2 0, define vk := D k D ,  + N N , .  
The Controller 6 stabilizes if and only if v k  is uni- 
modular, i.e., V;' E M ( S ) .  By assumption, Va = 
bDe + NNc is unimodular since 6' stabilizes P. We 
show that also stabilizes Pk by induction: Fork 2 1, 
Vk = Vk-1 - a b k b c .  If 6 stabilizes PO-1, then 
Vk-1 is unimodular. Since P c  is of type-1 or greater, 
s-I.50 = s-'DCV;'fi E M ( S ) .  Note that M(s) E 
M ( S )  if and only if &f := M(l/s) E M(S); i.e., sta- 
bilityA is preserved under the transformation s -+ s-l. 
Let Sk-1 := Sk-l(l/S); then-since s-'s,-, E M ( S )  
for k 2 1, it follows that sSk-1 E M ( S ) .  Now for 
k > - 1, v-' k-1  v k - I - a+zb k-1 Dk-]Dc is unimod- 
ular if and only if Mk := I - *bcVil lDk-~ = 
I - *(S-'Sk-l) is unimodular. Applying the trans- 
formation s + SKI, Mk is unimodular if and only if 
&k := Mk(l/S) = r - * ( S S ~ - ~ )  is unimodular. 
Therefore, we now have the problem cast in the setting 
of Lemma I, replacing (STk-1) hy (&k-1); hence, the 
proof follows as in the proof of Lemma 1, by finally 
using the transformation s-l -+ s. . 
Lemma 2 justifies methods of design where a loop-gain 
transfer function (15) is approximated by a function of 
type-1 or greater, in designing a stabilizing controller. 
The terms that are discarded are such that the high- 
frequency gain.of P and that of p k  are the same, i.e., 
each insignificant zero is cancelled with exactly one pole 
a t  the origin. A real zero -z; is insignificant, or, can- 
cellable with a pole at the origin, if -ti is in the interval 
(-l/pi,O), where pi := lls-lS;-lll, i.e., it  is sufficiently 
close to the origin. Based on condition (18), a complex- 
conjugate pair of cancellable zeros lies inside the circle 
of radius (4pi)-' centered at  -(48)-' .  
The proof given for Lemma 2, based on the trans- 
formation s + s - l ,  clarifies the relationship between 
the two design methods: An insignificant denominator- 
term (es + 1)  under the transformation s -+ s-l gives 
a PI controller 
We now give a dual of Theorem 1: If for some k < q,  we 
can determine a stabilizing controller, which achieves a 
certain amount of closed-loop performance for Pk , then 
the same controller stabilizes every Pi for i 2 k and has, 
to some degree, a guaranteed closed-loop performance. 
Theorem 2. Let C be a stabilizing controller for the 
plant p k  for some k E {O, . . . , q - l}, where {-zi E 
C - ,  i = 1, ...' k] is a conjugate symmetric set. Let C be 
such that PC as of type-1 or greater. For k + 1 I i 5 q, 
let p i  := JJs-'S,-IJJ. Suppose that { - z j  E C - ,  j = 
k + 1, ..., i, k + 1 5 i 5 q }  is a conjugate symmetric set 
and that there exists a real 6 > 0 such that 
having an insignificant zero. 
n 
~ l S ~ l ~ k l ~  -< (6+  Tj ) - '  . (19) 
j=k+l 
Under these assumptions: a) When zi E R, the same 
controller also stabilizes Pi = Pi-1 F. Further- 
more, 
q 
I ]s -~S~I I  5 ( 6+ rj )-I (20) 
j=i+l 
and the following sensitivity and complementary sensi- 
tivity bounds are achieved: 
1 -L I IS i - l I I  l+Z.Bi - 5 IIsiII I =IIS;-~II, 
m l l T i - l l l  5 11Til1 5 ~ I l T i - 1 1 1 .  1 1 
(21) 
b) When zi $2 R, zi+l = 5; (where ai + j b ; : =  (l/z,), 
ai, bi E lR, a;, bi > 0), the same controller C also sta- 
bilizes P;+I = Gi-1 V I - .  Furthermore, 
and the following sensitivity and complementary sensi- 
tiwity bounds are achieved: 
&IIsi-lII - 1+2,.i0i 5 Ilsi+~Il 
~ l l T i - 1 l l  1 5 IIT~+III 5 ~ I l T i - 1 1 1 ~  1 
I &llSi-lIl+ l-2ri/3i 3 (23) 
Proof. The result can he obtained from Theorem 1 
by the transformation s --t s-' and by appropriate 
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changes in the notation. Alternately, it can be proved 
directly using Lemma 2 following similar steps as in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Remarks: 5) Condition (19) is a low-frequency 
performance requirement on the plant 4. In the 
scalar case, it is equivalent to sup,,,, (wl-’ ISk(jw)l 5 
(6 + Cg=,+, rj)-’, which implies p k ( j w ) I  5 IwI (6 + 
Cg,k+lrj)-’, Vw 2 0. This means in particular 
that ISk(jw)l < 1 for all w 5 ~g=,+,rJ .  By Theo- 
rem 2, a similar performance holds true for each plant 
Pk, i E [IC + l ,q] ,  stabilized by the same controller. 
Again by [8], if Pk has a strict right-half plane zero and 
its associated sensitivity function gets small in magni- 
tude in a frequency range, then its H,-norm necessar- 
ily gets large. The bounds in (21) show that the ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ’ s  
nevertheless remain hounded by a multiple of IISkll. A 
6 )  As a counterpart for Corollary 1, a single step order 
reduction condition can easily be written from Theo- 
rem 2. A real zero -2; is cancellable if z; < 1/Bi. A 
complex-conjugate pair {-q, -i;} E CC- is cancellable 
if the zeros lie strictly in the circle of diameter 1 / 2 8 ,  
As \ ~ S ~ ~ S , - ~ ( S ) ~ ~  gets smaller, this region gets larger. 
3 Conclusions 
In Theorems 1 and 2, we provided dual model reduc- 
tion methods from the viewpoint of closed-loop stabil- 
ity and performance. The iterative design algorithms 
hinge on the existence of a controller having a certain 
performance as quantified by conditions (6) and (19). 
The most important merit of the methods presented 
is that they directly focus on closed-loop performance 
and provide estimates in terms of eliminated poles or 
zeros for achievable performance and stability robust- 
ness. The design methods provide an MIMO general- 
ization of the scalar design approximation methods. It 
should be noted that the candidate insignificant poles 
and zeros are “blocking” poles and zeros in the sense 
that they appear in every entry of the transfer matrix. 
These methods do not restrict the approximated plant 
to he stable or minimum-phase; the only requirement 
is that the discarded poles and zeros are in the open 
left-half plane. Unlike most other reduction methods, 
these do not require any additive decomposition of the 
plant into stable and anti-stable parts. 
Figure 1: Unity-Feedback Control System 
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